Physical Layout I

Across:
4. Classification system used for the Juvenile Collection (two words)
5. Past the student study lounge this can be found (two words)
6. Located near the stairs on the 2nd floor (two words)
8. Number of weeks books on the 2nd and 4th floors & government publications can be checked out
10. Available to assist in selecting resources (two words)
12. What could happen once a periodical is no longer current
13. A collection housed on the third floor
14. Located near the stairs on the 2nd floor
15. This floor houses special collections and books A-P

Down:
1. This costs 10¢
2. A collection housed on the third floor
3. Number of floors in the library
5. Another form in which journals can be found
7. Attached to the library
8. Floor on which the main entrance of the library can be found
9. Where you check books out, renew non-overdue books, Lost & Found, Interlibrary loan pickup and reserves (two words)
11. This floor houses print journals, and books Q-Z
16. Number of weeks a book from the juvenile collection can be checked out